deduced from an appropriate Lagrangian and are a2 -dX~X +F&"& v (X, r) = gZ-P (X+ , 'r)g-(X ', r-), -(6) gg , +Nit (x') = -g ik(x") (x" i ooi x')dx". We insert (5) in (6), multiply both sides by the complex conjugate g"*(r), and integrate over the four-dimensional space of ri, ro, ro, rp= -ir4. The result is ( I92 mn Nn(x ) Bxp Bxp = JC' (*', x", x"')Z j (x')tk (*"')d 'd "', (g) where C' (x', x", x"') =-gx"*(x' -x"') g(, o(x'+x"') -x").
Similarly, we obtain from (7) the equation , +HEI'(x') = Z"J-C"(x', x", x"') w(") xp Xoo"(x")P(x"')dx"dx"'. (10} If we compare these equations with the corresponding equations (19) of Mfffler and Kristensen' in the theory of nonlocal interaction between a local scalar (or pseudoscalar) field and a local spinor field, we notice that the internal eigenfunction x"(r) plays the role of a convergence factor. There is, however, an essential difference between their equations and ours. Namely, in our theory, we are obliged to take into account simultaneously all the particles with different masses m which were derived from an eigenvalue problem. Furthermore, the form function for each of these particles is uniquely determined by the same eigenvalue problem.
In the following letter, the above general considerations will be illustrated and further details will be examined. + Now at Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, on leave of absence from Columbia University (July, 1953) .
' H. Yukawa, Phys. Rev. 77, 219 (1950); 80, 1047 (1950 gX"BX"A,
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"8X" (4) to the expression (1) for Ii, where P is a dimensionless real constant. The free field equation becomes +PS' -k"-+-, (k"r"} &(k", r"} =0, (5) in the eight-dimensional space of k"and r", where y(k", r"} is the IJ"(x) denotes the Hermite polynomial of x of degree n. All these eigenfunctions (2) decrease rapidly in any direction whatsoever in the four-dimensional r space. Furthermore, the Fourier transform of each of these eigenfunctions has exactly the same form as the original function due to the self-reciprocity. Thus, the form function (9) in the preceding letter seems to be sufficient to cut off high energy-momentum intermediate states in such a way that each term corresponding to each Feynman diagram in the expansion of the nonlocal S-matrix according to the Bloch-KristensenMgller formulation is convergent. However, since we have to take into account all of infinitely many of different mass states of the nonlocal system, the number of terms in the S matrix increases very rapidly with the increasing power of 'the coupling constant, so that we can claim nothing for the moment concerning the convergence or divergence of the S matrix as a whole.
The totality of the internal eigenfunctions (2) ax"aX"2 ar"ar"
where ) is a small constant with the dimension of length. One may call this the four-dimensional oscillator model for the elementary particle, which was considered first by Born' in connection with his idea of self-reciprocity. However, our model divers from his model in that we have introduced internal degrees of freedom of the particles which are related to the nonlocalizability of the field itself. The internal eigenfunctions in our case are If we take, for instance, P=|/W2, only ep --0 is allowed and the mass spectrum reduces to mnin2ngnp = (2/&} (n], +S2+n3+1), (9) and the degree of degeneracy of the mass eigenvalues is now finite.
In particular, the lowest mass, mp=2/X, is free from degeneracy and the corresponding solution of (5) The above advantage of introducing the coupling between external and internal degrees of freedom is offset, however, by a complication which is almost prohibitive if we further take into account the interaction with other fields, because the general method of reducing the theory of nonlocal fields to that of the nonlocal interaction between local fields as discussed in the preceding letter can no longer be applied straightforwardly to our case. On the other hand, it may well be that one could arrive at the desired removal of the infinite degeneracy as a consequence of the interaction between nonlocal fields without assuming the coupling between external and internal degrees of freedom for each of the nonlocal fields. This is plausible, because the submatrix of the 5 matrix corresponding to one-particle states can always be represented by an equivalent coupling between the external and internal variables for the particle in question, so that one can hope that a reasonable mass spectrum which is free from the infinite degeneracy may come out even without assuming the coupling between external and internal degrees of freedom at the outset.
A detailed account of all these points, including the quantization of nonlocal fields, will be given in a forthcoming paper.
Now at Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, on leave of absence from Columbia University (July, 1953 2 Equation (5) has no solution which is quadratically integral unless k is time-like, i.e., k&k& &0.
A study of the shapes of these curves indicates that the Cu"(He', 2n) curve fits smoothly a theoretical curve involving compound nucleus formation, as expected. The high-energy part, of the experimental curve for the Cu"(He', a) reaction can be similarly fitted to a theoretical curve down to about 9.0 Mev.
For lower energies the shape of the curve changes in a marked way. The cross section is less energy-sensitive and the reaction can be traced to as low as 5.4 Mev where essentially no penetration of the potential barrier would be expected.
The experimental data appear to indicate that the inverse 0 -P phenomenon comes into evidence from very low energies up to an energy where compound nucleus formation mechanism takes over and, from there on, the latter plays the major role in the Cu" (He', o, ) reaction.
It may be pointed out that the 5.10-minute Cu' activity was not produced in measurable amount by the reaction Cu" (He', 2P).
The similar reaction Cu"(He', 2P) has a Q value of only '+0. 18 Mev as compared with the Q value of +10.7 Mev for the reaction Cu" (He', a) Cu". Analogous to the latter is the reaction Cu"(He', n) which gave a substantial yield of the 9.9-minute Cu" activity.
12-E' tG. A situation favorable to this inverse 0 -P process arises in connection with (He, a) reactions. Experimental evidence is now available to test this phenomenon.
Copper was bombarded with 13-Mev He' in the cyclotron and the 12.9-hour Cu" was produced according to the reaction Cu"(He', n). The excitation curve obtained for this reaction is shown in Fig. 1 which also shows, for comparison, a corresponding curve for the 9.4-hour Ga produced from the reaction Cu" (He', 2n 
with~g the Dirac matrix in the direction of polarization of the emitted quantum, and p, and lftf wave functions of the electron in the Coulomb field of a nucleus. Like most authors before us 2 we took both electron wave functions to be plane waves plus outgoing spherical waves. This is of course correct for the initial state P;, but it is wrong for the final state pf, the latter must be taken as a plane wave plus ingoing spherical waves.
To show this, we note that in the process of determining a differential cross section, we observe (e.g., by means of a counter) an . electron moving in direction p2 some time after the radiation process has taken place. This observation is described by a plarie wave packet concentrated around the point v~t; this wave packet is moving away from the nucleus and is not accompanied by any other waves at this late time. We now follow the development of this wave packet backuards in time by use of the Dirac equation. As long as the packet is outside the field of the nucleus, it remains a plane wave packet. When the time t approaches zero (from above), the Coulomb field will scatter the wave packet, and for t&0 the plane wave packet will be accompanied by scattered spherical waves. As t becomes more and more negative, both the plane wave and the spherical waves will move farther away from the nucleus. But in the usual language in which one describes the motion with increasing time, both waves will, for t&0, move towards the nucleus. This shows that we have indeed ingoing spherical waves associated with the plane wave, and this result can be carried over into the time-independent formalism.
In fact, the use of converging spherical waves in lftf is the natural counterpart of the use of outgoing spherical waves in p;. Here the observation of an electron going in the direction pi is made in the beginning; therefore the electron will be described by a pure plane wave until it hits the nucleus, and by a plane wave plus outgoing spherical waves thereafter.
